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Towards an articulatory speech synthesiser: 
Model development and simulations1 
Mats Bdvegdrd 

Abstract 
The main focus of this thesis is a parameterised production model of an 
articulatory speech synthesiser. It consists of an introduction and comments on the 
six papers included in the thesis. 

A parameterised vocal-tract area function model has been revised and 
extended to include consonantal articulations. The extension to include conso- 
nantal articulations is based on the theory that any consonant can be regarded as 
superimposed on a vowel configuration. The diflerent components are defined by 
the particular coarticulatory pattern. We have modelled target configurations of 
labial and alveolar nasals, laterals, and apical consonants coarticulated with a 
front vowel with promising results. 

The analysis procedure of obtaining articulatory parameters for the synthesiser 
from the acoustic speech signal is studied. Two diflerent studies are discussed 
here. The first is a real-time application, with a neural network, relating a 
filterbank representation of the speech signal to unit-length tubes of the vocal tract 
area function. 

Another method is to represent the speech signal as formant frequencies and to 
describe the vocal tract area function as a three-parameter representation. This 
inversion is perjormed in two steps. A first approximation is attained from either a 
codebook or a neural net and a final optimisation is pegormed by an iterative 
interpolation for finding a pelfect or acceptable match. 

There is also a study of voice source characteristics in a fully interactive 
system with both sub- and supra-glottal tracts incorporated. One object has been 
to test the auditory significance of moderate amounts of ripple, which appear in 
the inverse filtered waveform in contrast to the more smooth glottal flow model 
waveforms. Another part of our study has been concerned with the nonlinear 
transformation from glottal area function to glottal flow, with and without 
constant leakage invoked by a glottal chink. 

Introduction 
The value of any model rests in its ability to 
produce from simple inputs, large amounts of 
correct detail in its outputs. 

Cecil H Coker (1976) 

There are essentially three different methods 
used for parameterised speech synthesis: 
formant synthesis, synthesis from linear 
prediction coefficients (LPC) and articulatory 
speech synthesis. Formant synthesis models the 
spectrum of speech while linear prediction 
models the signal waveform using correlation 
techniques. For these methods, there exist 
accompanying analysis procedures for obtaining 
model parameters direct from the speech input. 

As an alternative, one can adopt an 
articulatory. synthesiser to encode speech in 
terms of a set of partially overlapping 
continuous articulatory movements. Speech is 
accordingly specified by events within the 
speech organs rather than by the properties of 
the produced speech sound. The scientific basis 
of this field derives from the early works of Fant 
(1960), Flanagan (1965) and Stevens (1971). 

Articulatory speech synthesis models the 
speech production mechanism directly. How- 
ever, there is no appropriate analysis procedure 
which satisfactorily solves the related "inverse" 
problem of obtaining articulatory parameters 
from spoken utterances. 

Despite this drawback articulatory speech 
synthesis has a number of advantages: 

' This paper is a summary of Mats BBvegkd's licentiate thesis presented at the Royal Institute of Technology, 
Stockholm, February 16, 1996. 
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a) The control signals of articulatory speech 
synthesisers have a direct interpretation in 
terms of physiological and physical data. In 
the human voice production system, they 
vary slowly enough to be potential 
candidates for efficient coding. 

b) Most model parameters of an articulatory 
synthesiser vary slowly and are easy to 
interpolate. The control signals are both 
physically explained and easy to understand. 
Physically realisable, slightly erroneous 
control signals, usually do not result in 
"unnatural" speech. 

c) Articulatory speech synthesis has the 
potential for very natural speech output at 
low bit rate representation, provided that 
well defined articulatory parameters are 
available to control the synthesiser. 
To study the articulatory and acoustic 

interrelationships, we need to define a model of 
the "articulator" with a number of physiological 
parameters that are relevant for the process of 
speech production. 

Outline of the thesis 
The thesis starts with a state of the art 
description of appropriate topics of articulatory 
speech synthesis. Such topics are different 
articulatory model approaches, computation of 
the acoustic characteristics of the vocal tract, 
Voice source modelling as well as articulatory 
dynamics and text-to-speech synthesis. 

The main focus of the thesis is articulatory 
speech synthesis. It consists of six papers 
describing detailed studies of separate aspects. 
The general aim has been to incorporate the 
different studies into one model. The topics 
studied cover a broad range beginning with the 
inversion problem, that is, an analysis procedure 
of obtaining articulatory parameters from 
spoken utterances. Different inversion methods 
are proposed and evaluated. Other studies deal 
with improvements of the vocal tract model 
used in the synthesiser. Model adaptations are 
done from both sweep-tone data analysis and 
from real speech-data analysis. The vocal tract 
model is extended with a parametric conso- 
nantal model. 

Studies are also made of voice source 
characteristics in a fully interactive system 
including simulations of a constant glottal leak. 
Perceptual tests have been performed and 
frequency domain effects are discussed. Some 
future work towards an articulatory speech 
synthesiser is discussed and exemplified. 

Background 
State of the art 
Human speech-production theory models speech 
from slowly varying physiological parameters 
such as lung pressure, glottal opening area, 
shape of the tongue, coupling of the nasal cavity 
and lip opening. 

In synthesis, speech is produced by direct 
simulations of the mechanisms involved in 
speech generation. A number of approaches 
have been tried. Flanagan et al. (1975), Portnoff 
(1973) and Maeda (1982) solved discretised 
partial differential equations. The advantage is 
that the implementation is simple, but the 
method is computationally expensive. Kelly & 
Lochbaum (1962), Liljencrants (1985) and 
Meyer et al. (1989) used so called wave-digital 
filters. Compared to the previous method, wave- 
digital filters are faster and can accommodate 
time-varying area functions, but lack flexibility 
in vocal tract length. Finally, we have hybrid 
systems (Sondhi & Schroeter, 1987; Lin, 1990; 
and Lin & Fant, 1982). This approach takes 
advantage of both frequency and timedomain 
techniques in order to obtain a fast and versatile 
realisation. 

The hybrid frequency-time systems use the 
chain-matrix approach to compute the transfer 
function of the vocal tract in the frequency 
domain. This gives us the advantages of 
allowing realistic frequency-dependent losses, 
and it is possible to vary the vocal tract length 
and number of tubes that describes the vocal 
tract independently of sampling frequency. 
Thus, it assumes a static vocal tract for each 
speech frame, which means that we need to 
compute the filter representation of the whole 
vocal tract area for each speech frame. 

Articulatory models 
A number of different articulatory models can 
be found in the literature. They all have in 
common that they capture the inherent 
constraints of the vocal tract, e.g., the tongue 
cannot go through the roof of the mouth. 
Articulatory models can be static or dynamic, 
descriptive or functional. 

An example of a dynamic functional model 
is that of Henke (1966). It is controlled by 
gestures or articulatory targets that is governed 
by equations of motions for the articulators. 
Other examples of dynamic functional models 
are the one by Perkell (1974) and the one 
developed at Haskins Laboratories (e.g., 
Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). Muscular struc- 
tures are simplified and modelled by springs and 
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Figure I. Example of the complicated structure of the nasal tract. Magnetic resonance images from 
Suzuki et al. (1995). A: Bent acoustic tube model, with right branch separated. B: Coronal cross- 
section shapes, from the bi,fitrcation (no. 8) to the nostrils (no. 26). 

dampers. In these models, co-productions of 
speech sounds can be described in terms of the 
dynamics of the system. 

Linear component articulatory models are 
based on data from X-ray studies and 
measurements of lip opening. Examples are the 
one by Kiritani et al. (1977) and the one by 
Maeda (1982). The models are based on mid- 
sagittal profiles of the vocal tract that are para- 
meterised through curve-fitting techniques. 
Curve parameters are then related to the 
measured or inferred tract by a linear factor 
analysis. The result is a set of orthogonal 
articulatory parameters which are sometimes 
hard to interpret. Liljencrants (1971) proposed a 
method of coding the mid-sagittal outline in 
terms of a Fourier series expansion. 

Easiest to understand are perhaps the 
descriptive static articulatory models, such as 
the ones developed by Coker & Fujimura 
(1966), Coker (1967, 1976), Lindblom & 
Sundberg (1971) and Mermelstein (1973). 
These models are based on X-ray mid-sagittal 
projections and on intuition. 

The present study, however, is based entirely 
on parameterised VT-area functions. The reason 
for this choice is that the relation to the 
acoustics is more direct and that the number of 
the VT-parameters need not be greater than an 
equivalent set of articulatory parameters. 

A number of VT-parametric models based on 
the area functions have been proposed (Stevens 
& House, 1955; Fant, 1960; Atal et al., 1978; 
Flanagan et al., 1980; Lin, 1990; Fant, 1992, 
1993a). These models are more suited for 

vowel-like articulations than for consonant 
articulations which are more complicated due to 
more complex tongue shape with additional side 
branches and shunting elements. 

Many of the models described above are 
two-dimensional, they can compute tract areas 
only by certain hypothesis to substitute for the 
missing information about the lateral dimension. 
However, the improved techniques with 
Magnetic Resonance Images, MRI, have contri- 
buted to knowledge about the three dimensional 
vocal tract dimensions, see Fig. 1. (Baer et al., 
1991; Dang et al., 1994; Foldvik et al., 1995; 
Matsumura et al., 1995; Suzuki et al., 1995). 

Speech-production theory 
Due to its complexity it is not feasible to exactly 
model sound waves in the vocal tract. 
Reasonable assumptions are the following: 
(a) the vocal tract can be straightened out and 

hence approximated as a variable area tube; 
(b) the wave motion in the tract is planar, that is 

pressure and velocity are constant in a plane 
perpendicular to the axis of the straightened 
out vocal tract; 

(c) the linear wave equation is valid. 

None of these assumptions are strictly true. 
There is, however, evidence that indicates that 
they are all reasonable. Sondhi (1986) showed 
that the resonances of a straight tube of uniform 
cross-sections remained almost unchanged if the 
tube is bent to a curvature that approximates a 
vocal tract. The cross dimension of the tract is 
rarely larger than about 5 cm, which is a half 
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wavelength at 3.5 kHz. The cross modes of 
sound waves in the tract are negligible at 
frequencies lower than 3.5 kHz, and since most 
of the acoustic energy in a speech wave is 
concentrated in this range of frequencies, 
assumption (b) is reasonable. As for the 
linearity of the wave equation, calculation of 
Mach numbers shows that except at the vocal 
folds and at extremely narrow constrictions 
(Flanagan, 1965), this assumption is accurate. 

We assume planar and linear wave pro- 
pagation, thus we can evaluate the vocal tract in 
either the time domain or the frequency domain. 
We choose the frequency domain modelling 
since we can easily incorporate effects of 
frequency-dependent yielding walls, viscous 
losses and radiation (Lin, 1990). The system is 
similar in function to that of Sondhi & Schroeter 
(1987). The difference is: while Sondhi & 
Schroeter make use of inverse DFT and 
convolution for the vocal tract time-domain 
interface, we use inverse Laplace transforms for 
calculating the synthesiser output, which in 
accordance with the partial fraction expansion 
theorem is realised as a parallel formant 
synthesis with correct amplitudes and phases 
preserved. 

Acoustic characteristics of the vocal tract are 
computed using the chain-matrix approach. A 
chain matrix relates the pressure and volume 
velocity at the output of a tube [P2, U2] to those 
at the input [PI, Ul]. 

Computing the matrix for an arbitrary tube is 
complicated. However, for a tube of uniform 
area it can be computed quite easily. Therefore, 
we represent an arbitrary tube as a con- 
catenation of elementary uniform sections. The 
overall vocal tract chain matrix for non-nasal 
sounds is obtained as the product of the 
sequence of elementary 2x2 matrices. 

Consider non-nasal sounds for simplicity, 
and let A, B, C, D denote the chain matrix 
elements of the overall tract from glottis to the 
lips. Then the transfer function from glottal flow 
U, to flow at the lips UL is: HU=UL/Ug=l/(A - 
CZL), where ZL is the radiation impedance at the 
lips. The tract input impedance as seen from the 
glottis is given by: 2, = (DZL - B)/(A - CZL). 

Nasal sounds can be handled similarly, with 
some minor modifications. For computational 
details, see Sondhi & Schroeter (1978), Lin 
(1990) and Lin & Fant (1982). 

We also have the possibility to add to the 
speech output the sound radiated by the 
vibration of the vocal tract wall near the glottis. 
The effect of this component, however, is very 
small. 

Voice source model 
The purpose of a glottal model is to transform a 
few slowly varying control parameters into a 
relatively fast varying vocal tract excitation 
function. It is essential that a model of the 
glottal source in articulatory speech synthesis 
should preserve natural variations in the 
acoustics features of the excitation. Besides 
lung pressure and glottal articulation the 
modelling should include interaction with the 
acoustic load provided by the coupled vocal 
tract input impedance as well as the overall 
aerodynamic state. 

There are several sources of interaction to 
keep in mind. One is that of the influence of the 
supraglottal load, which is enhanced by 
supraglottal constrictions, on the vibratory 
pattern of the vocal folds and on the resulting 
shape of the glottal area function. Another 
source of interaction is the nonlinear transform 
from glottal area to glottal flow and the 
transform from transglottal pressure to glottal 
flow together with the influence of formant 
oscillations superimposed on the transglottal 
pressure at the instance of the excitation. The 
inertia part of the glottal load, a superimposed 
ripple, causes a glottal flow that is skewed to the 
right compared to the underlying glottal area 
function. The positive going part of the glottal 
flow derivative may display multiple peaks, 
which derive from oscillatory components 
evoked in the previous voice cycle (Fig. 2). 
These components, supra as well as subglottal, 
add to the transglottal pressure in the glottal 
opening phase, producing local maxima and 
minima of the flow in the transglottal pressure. 
The apperance of ripple components is 
dependent of the particular phase of the super- 
imposed formant oscillations and the particular 
voice mode. 

A number of aerodynamic-acoustic model 
simulations at KTH (Fant, 1986, 1993b; Lin, 
1990; Fant & Ananthapadmanabha, 1982; Fant 
& Lin, 1987, 1988; Fant et al., 1985) have 
revealed the general mechanism causing inter- 
action ripple. The origin is a non-linear 
perturbation of glottal flow caused by vocal 
tract oscillatory modes superimposed on the 
transglottal pressure. 
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Fig 2. Two diferent glottal area functions (af3; first and second consecutive glottal flow pulse ( I  & 
2); first and second consecutive pulse of glottal flow derivative ( I '  & 2'). A: symmetrical area 
function, B: asymmetrical area function. From Bdvegdrd (1994). 

Recent studies of Stevens (1992, 1995) have 
added further insight of glottal and supra-glottal 
interaction. 

Noise source 
In natural speech, unvoiced sounds are either 
produced by aspiration, at the glottis, or 
frication, at a constriction of the tract. For 
aspiration, one can use a noise-pressure source 
with amplitude proportional to the difference of 
the squared local Reynold number ~ e '  and a 
threshold value (Fant, 1960; Flanagan, 1965). 
For frication generated in the vocal tract, we 
first need to define the location of the source. 
The location of the source will influence the 
filter function of the vocal tract. A pressure 
source will be assumed and the transfer function 
is defined as the ratio of the lip flow to the 
pressure source (Fant, 1960; Badin & Fant, 
1984; Shadle, 1985, and Lin, 1990). 

It can be found (Lin, 1990) that: (a) when the 
pressure source is located at a downstream 
obstacle, the transfer function has a +6 dB/oct. 
asymptotic spectral slope, and (b) when there is 
no downstream obstacle, the pressure source is 
located either in the center or in the outlet of the 
constriction resulting in a -6 dB/oct. spectral 
slope as the frequency increases. 

Task dynamics and articulatory 
phonology 

body, velum, and larynx. An articulatory model 
based on the theory of task dynamics was 
originally developed by Mermelstein (1973). 
The task-dynamic model of speech production 
provides a means of modeling the coordinated 
activities of articulators that are used in making 
gestures during speech, and has been 
incorporated into an articulatory phonology 
model in which the basis for phonetic contrasts 
is provided by the gestures themselves. 

The theory of articulatory phonology 
developed by Browman & Goldstein (1989) 
assumes that relatively stable units of 
articulatory movements, gestures, serve as the 
basic elements of speech production. The 
concept of gestures as basic units of speech 
production, as well as overlap among gestures, 
is not new in phonetic theory; however, the 
main contribution of Browman & Goldstein is 
to introduce the gesture as the basic unit of 
articulatory movements associated with a 
concrete and quantitatively defined concept of 
inter-gestural timing. During the act of talking, 
more than one gesture is activated, sometimes 
sequentially and sometimes in an overlapping 
fashion. Recurrent patterns of gestures are 
considered to be organised into gestural con- 
stellations. In the computational model, the 
linguistic gestural model determines the relevant 
constellathns for any arbitrary input utterance, 
including the phasing of the gestures. That is, a 
constellation of gestures is a set of gestures that 

~n task dynamic simulations, linguistic goals are are coordinated with one another by means of 
specified as the formation and release of phasing- The dynamics of gestures is described 
constrictions in the vocal tract that are produced by a critically damped mass-spring equation, see 
by movements of the lips, tongue tip, tongue also%ltzman &klunhall(1989). 
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Recent work by McGowan & Saltzman 
(1995) have also included 1aryngeaYglottal 
gestures based on aerodynamic and laryngeal 
components. 

A gestural model including an articulatory- 
acoustic component has been developed by 
Kroger (1992, 1993). This model has recently 
been extended with a larynx model to simulate 
glottal gestures (Kroger, 1995). 

Text-to-speech synthesis 
The conversion of written text to speech can be 
divided into three main steps: transformation of 
text to a linguistic description, mapping of lin- 
guistic descriptions into articulatory commands, 
and the production of an acoustic speech 
waveform from articulatory commands. The 
first system for synthesis-by-rule from articu- 
latory parameters was that of Coker (1967, 
1976). It was based on a vocal tract model and 
translation of transfer functions to parameters of 
a serial formant analog synthesiser. 

One difficulty with articulatory synthesis, 
unlike formant synthesis, has been the lack of 
natural speech data and of methods of obtaining 
data. Such data are essential for understanding 
the limitations of existing articulatory models 
and improving them to the extent of being able 
to produce natural-sounding speech. The idea of 
estimating articulatory trajectories from natural 
speech waveforms by analysis synthesis 
techniques has been discussed in the literature 
(Rice, 1974; Coker, 1976; Flanagan et al., 
1980). In these methods, the parameters 
controlling a speech-production model are 
adapted until an error between the model output 
and the natural speech is rninimised. 

Parthasarathy & Coker (1992) demonstrated 
that a good quality text-to-speech synthesis is 
possible through a phoneme-level control of an 
articulatory model. 

Inversion techniques 
There are three major problems involved in 
inversion. One is that a sample of acoustic data 
may lack a correspondence in a vocal tract 
model which is not sufficiently well adapted to 
the specific speaker. Another problem is that of 
compensatory forms of articulation. Two quite 
different vocal tract configurations may provide 
almost the same formant pattern. A third 
problem is that the optimisation process may be 
stuck in a local region providing less accurate 
final estimates. 

Two different inversion techniques will be 
discussed here. One is a more straight forward 

inversion method using neural networks to 
obtain the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping. 
Another inversion method is to use an opti- 
misation procedure that is based on a pertur- 
bation analysis of the differential contribution 
of each VT-model parameter to each formant 
frequency. Providing the number of formants or 
other speech data equals the number of model 
parameters, this technique potentially generates 
a unique set of model parameter values. 

A major problem is the initialisation of the 
optimisation loop. Since most algorithms will 
only find the local minimum of a given cost 
function close to the initial parameter values, it 
is of great importance to choose suitable startup 
parameter values. A requirement is thus a 
sufficiently detailed acoustic-to-articulatory 
mapping. 

One possible realisation of such a map is an 
articulatory codebook, that is a table of corre- 
sponding acoustic and articulatory vectors that 
adequately span both the acoustic signal space 
and the articulatory parameter space. 

In order to reduce potential ambiguities in 
the mapping of acoustic-to-articulatory para- 
meters, we need to operate with finite tolerance 
which requires a choice of suitable measures 
both in the acoustic and in the articulatory 
domain. 

While the codebook idea is a simple way to 
obtain reasonable startup vocal tract shapes for 
further optimisation, it has certain limitations. 
Since the articulatory and the acoustic domain 
needs to be densely sampled, codebooks can 
become very large and the search very time- 
consuming (Schroeter et d. ,  1990; Meyer et al., 
1991) As an alternative to large codebook 
searching, one can use the codebook material to 
train an artificial neural network to perform the 
inversion. The advantage is that the output from 
the ANN is computed fast and that the time- 
consuming training of the network is done in 
advance. There is also the possibility to design 
neural networks to handle temporal sequences 
of data-frames as one input vector (Papcun et 
al., 1992). 

Shirai & Kobayashi (1991) demonstrated 
that it is possible to use large data materials 
with ANN'S as inversion tool. They found that 
the error was slightly larger than with a 
codebook combined with an optimisation loop. 
An interesting finding was that the ANN- 
method took less than 10% of the computer time 
than the conventional method with codebook 
lookup and optimisation. 
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Inversion of the acoustic speech signal however, the output is not in any way optimised, 

using neural networks however, the output is not in any way optimised, 
which means that the output can vary a lot from 

Paper 1. ~Avegkd M 8~ Hogberg J (1993). Using frame to frame of the input speech signal due to 
to Cornpan Different Tract spectral tilt as well as to problem with non- Models, Proceedings of Eurospeech '93, Berlin, 

553-556. Also published in STL-QPSR 2-3/1993, uniqueness of the inversion. Some of these 
7-13. problems can be alleviated by imposing 

In this paper, we describe a method to train an 
artificial neural network on the relation of 
known representations of speech patterns and 
their corresponding vocal tract area descrip- 
tions. The generation of vocal tract area 
descriptions is done by a number of different 
models and the speech signals for the training 
material is generated with a time-domain speech 
synthesiser, DLEA (Liljencrants, 1985). 

The performance of the neural networks are 
evaluated by independent test frames similar to 
the training material. In this study, the training 
material consists of model-generated area 
functions and their corresponding acoustic 
representation. 

Different network architectures are tested 
and compared. The starting point is that we train 
a single network on the complete training 
material. At the same time, we divide the 
complete training material in 8 subsets, defined 
by different F1-F2 regions. Instead of a single 
network, we train 8 networks, one for each F1- 
F2 region. This implementation is here called 
"Multi-ANN'', the outline is described in Fig. 3. 
The choice of which one of the 8 networks to 
use in the inversion is done by either a peak- 
picking algorithm or by an ANN decision. 

Three different area-function models were 
used to create different training materials. The 
different materials were trained and treated 
similar to make an evaluation possible 
independent of area-function model. 

The test material is based on thirteen area 
functions of Swedish vowels (Fant, 1992). We 
also use natural speech of one male and one 
female speaker. 

In the comparison of the different area- 
function models, it is found that the model that 
is based on the Swedish X-ray data performs the 
best. Thus it is difficult to say that one model is 
better than another in a general sense. The 
different area-function models cover different 
overlapping F1-F2 regions and the best 
performing VT-model has the most similar F1- 
F2 region as that of the test material. 

It is well known that the inversion from the 
speech signal to the underlying vocal tract 
function is a non-uniqueness problem. The 
method of using ANN'S has been shown to be 
robust and fast (Bbvegkd & Hogberg, 1991); 

continuity constraints. 
One of the important issues of this work has 

been to create a real-time application, which 
means that there were a number of com- 
putational constraints of each time frame. In this 
application, we used 16 output nodes, each 
representing a uniform tube of constant length. 
Also the area functions used in the training 
materials were all scaled to the same length 
without scaling the area dimension. It is well 
known from acoustic theory that this will affect 
the acoustic speech spectrum. 

Evidently, it is desirable to have a more 
flexible system in future work capable of 
handling speech originating from speakers with 
different vocal tract dimensions. The neural 
networks in this study are trained on filterbank 
representations of synthetic speech, which 
means that spectral slope differences between 
the training material and the test material will 
affect the performance. It would be interesting 
to train the ANN'S on transfer-function 
parameters, e.g., formant frequencies and band- 
widths, to eliminate some dependency of the 
voice source and the absolute level of the input 
signal. 

Inversion with codebook table lookup 
and an improved optirnisation procedure 
Paper 2. BAvegkd M & Fant G (1995). From formant 

frequencies to VT-area function parameters, STL- 
QPSR 4/1995,55-66 

Earlier inversion studies by Atal et al. (1978), 
Lin & Fant (1989), and Lin (1990), were based 
on a perturbation analysis of the differential 
contribution of each VT-model parameter to 
each formant frequency. Providing the number 
of formants or other speech data equals the 
number of model parameters, this technique 
potentially generates a unique set of model 
parameters. However, in practice the model may 
be unable to adapt to a speaker's set of formant 
frequencies and no solutions are attained unless 
a certain amount of tolerance is allowed. This is 
typically the case when the overall dimensions 
of the model do not suit the specific speaker. 
Another obstacle is that two quite different 
settings of the model may generate almost 
identical formant patterns. This is less of a 
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Acoustic 
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Fig 3. The outline of the Multi-ANN conJiguration. The inversion is made by  one of the 8 specialised 
ANN'S. The choice of which one of the 8 networks to use is done by  either a peak picking algorithm or 
by an ANN decision. 

problem with a larger than with a smaller 
number of formants. 

Compensatory forms of articulation and the 
problem that the optimisation process may be 
stuck in a local region, have been avoided by a 
representative and sufficiently detailed code- 
book and by introducing a flexibility in the 
search strategy. 

We have, accordingly, employed an adjusted 
model for dealing with female voices. Also, 
within prescribed limits, small deviations from a 
target pattern are tolerated. 

In comparison with the previous paper, a 
more flexible hybrid time-frequency domain 
synthesiser is used here in combination with a 
three-parameter representation of the vocal tract 
area function in the inversion of the acoustic 
signal. 

The hybrid synthesiser, FLEA (Lin, 1990; 
Lin & Fant, 1992), is more flexible and 
functionally less constrained, i.e., it is possible 
to vary the vocal tract length and number of 
tubes that describes the vocal tract indepen- 
dently of sampling frequency. The parameter 
representation of the vocal tract also gives us 
the possibility to vary the dimensions of the 
tract to fit a specific speaker type. 

The inversion in this paper is performed in 
two steps. A first approximation is attained from 
either a codebook or a neural net and a final 
optimisation is performed by an iterative 
interpolation to find a perfect or acceptable 
match (Fig. 4). 

The majority of our studies in this paper 
have been performed on isolated vowels 
generated by the model or spoken by human 
subjects, but we have also successfully per- 
formed inversions of a complete short sentence 
spoken by a male and a female subject. Our 
results from the voiced sentences are on the 
whole promising and provide some indirect 
insight in the gestural sequence. In our future 
work, we will further exploit the continuity 
constraints. Also, we need to extend and revise 
the codebook as well as the optimisation 
procedure. Some experiments have showed that 
a slightly larger codebook improved both the 
neural network inversion and the codebook 
table lookup.. The continuity performance of the 
optimisation procedure were also improved due 
to more accurate first approximations. 

Vocal tract model development 
There are several methods for obtaining 
geometrical articulatory data. For example, one 
can employ direct geometrical measurements 
via microbeam X-ray tracings (Papcun et al., 
1992), or ultrasound imaging (Stone & 
Lundberg, 1994), electromagnetic "articulo- 
graphs" (Perkell et al., 1992; Branderud et al., 
1994), or magnetic resonance imaging, MRI 
(Baer et al., 1991; Foldvik et al., 1995), or 
processing mid-sagittal X-ray data (Fant, 1992; 
Tiede & Vatekiotis-Bateson, 1994; Badin et al., 
1995). However, the X-ray methods are not 
healthy for large data acquisition and some 
methods do not allow simultaneous speechdata 
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with the moderate assumption about Sinus 
maxillaris total volume of 21 cm3 for the 
combined left and right parts. A number of 
perturbations of area functions including wider 
and more narrow nostrils and of varying sinus 
resonance frequencies and volumes have been 
performed. 

A pole-zero matching of a transfer function 
of the lateral consonant N has confirmed the 
occurrence of a zero-pole pair adding to the F3- 
F4 region (Fant, 1960). It is associated with the 
mouth cavity shunting the lateral pathway in a 
manner analogous to the mouth cavity shunting 
the nasal outlet in a nasal consonant. 

Further experiments, including pole-zero 
matchings of connected speech, are needed for 
studying nasals and nasalisation and bandwidths 
of nasal formants. 

The simulations in this paper was done on 
vocal tract area functions derived from X-ray 
material of one Swedish male (Fant, 1992). The 
intention is to incorporate these consonantal 
articulations into the three-parameter model 
(Fant 1992,1993a). 

Extensions of the vocal tract model, a 
consonant model 
Paper 4. Bliveghd M (1995). Introducing a 

Consonantal Model to the Articulatory Speech 
Synthesiser, Proceedings Eurospeech '95, Madrid, 
1857- 1860. 

A first extension to the three-parameter model 
based on vowels is proposed to improve the 
articulatory synthesiser. The extension to 
include consonants is based on the general 
philosophy introduced by Ohrnan (1967) that 
any consonantal articulation can be regarded as 
superimposed on a vowel configuration which is 
set by the particular coarticulatory pattern. Con- 
versely, the consonantal part of the articulation 
must be adapted to the specific vowel 
configuration. In practice, the coarticulatory 
pattern will be influenced not only by the 
specific sequence of phonemic entities but also 
by the overlayed prosodic pattern, e.g., by the 
vowel-consonant contrast implied by the 
relative emphasis. 

The basic consonantal element of our model 
is a local constriction which substitutes a part of 
the specific vocalic area function. In addition, 
the model is equipped with a nasal tract 
incorporating two nasal sinuses, and there is a 
lateral bypass simulating the pathway along the 
cheeks as introduced already in Fant (1960). 
The consonantal part of a VT-area function is 
specified by four parameters. Two of these, 
analogous to X, and 4 of the vocalic model, 

have the primary function of specifying the 
location and degree of consonantal con- 
strictions. The two additional parameters 
pertaining to the effective length and shape of 
the consonantal constriction are dependent on 
the primary consonantal and also on the primary 
vocalic parameters. The boundary lines inter- 
facing consonantal and vocalic parts of the area 
function may be chosen with different 
curvature, straight lines or sinusoids (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5. Model of consonantal constriction with 
three different shapes. The asymmetrical 
contour has a tilt factor k, = 0.3. The 
constriction area Acc is in cm2 and the location 
X,, is in cm from the teeth. W is the window 
length in cm. 

AEE 

In palatals and velars, the vocalic and 
consonantal constrictions coincide more or less 
but are still handled separately. Labial con- 
sonant closures and releases are handled by the 
ldAo parameter in the vocalic system which 
leaves the tongue and thus the rest of the VT- 
area function free to realise a combined vocalic 
and consonantal structure, e.g., with a region of 
consonantal narrowing separate from that of the 
vocalic constriction as in apical, retroflex 
articulations. We have exemplified target 
configurations of labial and alveolar nasals, 
laterals, and apical consonants coarticulated 
with a front vowel. The simulations and model 
adaptations aimed to produce transfer functions 
and vocal tract area functions of data from 
BAvegkd et al. (1993) and Lin (1990). 

< 
XX teeth 

Improvements of the vocal tract model, 

v I 

vowels and consonants 
Paper 5. Fant G & Biveghd M (1995). Parametric 

model of the VT-area functions: Vowels and 
consonants, ESPRITBR SPEECHMAPS (6975), 
Deliverable 28, WP2.2, 1-30. 

The three-parameter model of Fant (1992, 
1993a) is based on X-ray data of one male 
speaker. The great physiological relevance and 
flexibility in this model is achieved by a more 
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complex structure retaining a minimum of three 
independent control parameters, the place of 
constriction, X,, the constriction area, 4, and 
the lip aperture parameter, ldAo, as in the 
traditional three-parameter models (Fant, 1960; 
Lin, 1990). A number of additional parameters, 
shape parameters, related to the lengths and 
shapes of cavity regions and constrictions may 
be defined for individual vocal tract sizes and 
configurations. Some of them are constants, and 
others are treated as dependent variables which 
reflect a normal covariation with the three basic 
control parameters. 

In practical use, the model is constrained by 
the dimensions chosen for the larynx tube and 
the Sinus piriformis cavities shuntkg the output 
of the larynx tube in the pharynx and also by the 
assumptions concerning the relative magnitude 
of the vocal cavity wall impedance and its 
distribution in the vocal tract. To these 
constraints, add the default settings of the shape 
parameters, e.g., the specific VT overall length. 
The difference between any human VT and that 
of a default setting of the model thus calls for 
compensatory shape parameter selections. 

The specific improvements have been made 
in the articulatory regions of the vowels [u:] and 
[ae:]. Our earlier vowel model lacked the 
relative shortening of the effective length of the 
tongue constriction in the velar region which 
prevented a sufficiently low location of F3 of 
[u:] which typically should lie around 2300 Hz 
rather than at 2700 Hz as generated with the 
former model. The modelling of [ae:] has been 
improved. It can be approached either from the 
front vowel region with an 4 greater than the 
average tract cross-sectional area, 4.5 cm2, or 
from the extreme back vowel region by locating 
X, close to the outlet of the larynx tube. The 
difficulty has been to retain a high F1 and a low 
F3 with an F2 somewhat higher than the neutral 
value, typically F 1 =650, F2= 1650, F3=2400 Hz. 

Results from a systematic variation of 
boundary conditions show that the presence of 
the Sinus piriformis lowers all formant 
frequencies to various degrees. This can be 
predicted from formant-cavity affiliations. The 
effect of a shortening of the larynx tube is an 
increase in F5 and to a less extent F4. 
Conversely, a lengthening of the larynx or the 
introduction of an end-correction will cause a 
decrease of F4 and F5. 

Compensatory forms of articulation 
providing the same or almost the same formant 
patterns do exist. An example, well known from 
earlier studies, e.g. Boe et al. (1992), is the 
existence of mid vowel and back vowel versions 
of the vowel [u], the latter with a higher F3. The 

model is capable of producing the vowel [ae] 
both as a front vowel and a back vowel. The 
front version has a large 4 and the back version 
a small 4 but both have similar area functions, 
which does not disturb the concept of 
articulatory continuity. 

The consonantal model (Bivegkd, 1995) 
been further developed in this work. 
Simulations of data also from Fant (1960) have 
slightly changed the insertion point of the lateral 
side-passage in the consonantal model. 

Voice source modelling and 
simulations 
Acoustic interaction of source and tract give rise 
to several effects. Voice source interaction in a 
broader sense involves all aspects of a complete 
supra- and sub-glottal coupling. In breathy 
phonation, the coupling causes shifts of formant 
frequencies and bandwidths and the appearance 
of sub-glottal formants and noise. The detailed 
shape of the true glottal flow in human speech 
or in a complete production analog merely 
serves to preserve a correct output when applied 
to a specific supra-glottal transfer function. In 
the course of pursuing further work on complete 
articulatory synthesis we are interested in the 
perceptibility of glottal ripple and to what extent 
it adds to synthesis quality. 

Modelling the interaction of the voice 
source 
Paper 6. BBvegArd, M & Fant, G (1995). Interactive 

Voice Source Modelling, Proceedings ICPhS'95, 
Stockholm, 634-637 

Interaction ripple is caused by the nonlinear 
relation between glottal flow and transglottal 
pressure, the latter containing components of 
vocal tract oscillatory modes evoked during the 
recent history of the phonatory process. 

One objective has been to test the auditory 
significance of moderate amounts of ripple, 
which appear in the inverse filtered waveform in 
contrast to the more smooth glottal flow model 
waveforms. Another part of our study has been 
concerned with the nonlinear transformation 
from glottal area function to glottal flow, with 
and without constant leakage invoked by a 
glottal chink. Earlier observations, (Lin 1990, 
Cranen & Schroeter 1993, 1995), on a specific 
high frequency boost associated with the glottal 
chink have been verified. This feature is 
superimposed on an increase of the LF- 
parameter T, which accentuates the steepness of 
the fall in the low frequency region. These 
findings appear to have relevance for the 
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understanding of breathy phonation, frequent in 
female voices. Some observations on the effects 
of the subglottal impedance are included in the 
study. 

The results of the voice source simulations is 
that above 1700 Hz and with a constant glottal 
leak the spectral level is restored to about the 
same or higher than without a constant leak. 
Because of the higher T,, the presence of a leak 
causes a steeper spectral slope up to 1000 Hz 
followed by the restoration. The presence of a 
glottal leak may also induce an irregularity in 
the closing phase as earlier observed by Cranen 
& Schroeter (1993, 1995) and by Karlsson & 
Liljencrants (1994). 

Three different perceptual tests were 
performed. The main part of the study was 
concerned with discriminabilities in AB- and 
ABX-tests. The question posed in the AB-test 
was "which do you prefer, A or B?'. The ABX- 
test posed the standard question: "Is X more like 
A than B?'. In addition, we ran tests aiming at a 
categorical rating of perceived differences, i.e., 
between the full representations and the LF- 
versions. These were directed to a direct 
estimate of the perceived difference within a 
contrasting stimulus pair. 

The AB-tests show that the majority of the 
listeners preferred the interactive source in all 
vowels and in the sentence "Ja-adjo". 

The ABX-test supported the general findings 
from the AB-test. Apart from the low 
discriminability of the vowel [a:], which could 
be explained by its initial placement in the test 
sequence without previous training, the 
tendencies appear similar to those of the AB-test 
and with higher scores. 

The perceived difference test supported the 
view that the differences in interactive and LF- 
synthesis are small or very small. Only 13% of 
the votes were in the category of a large 
difference. In the sentence test, on the other 
hand, as much as 55% of the votes were in the 
large difference category. However, the "large" 
assignment is a relational rather than an 
absolute judgement. The synthetic version is a 
rather good approximation of the human 
utterance. This overall impression is supported 
by the "no difference" votes of approximately 
20% in the ABX-test. 

Our perceptual studies have been directed to 
one aspect of interactive synthesis only, that of 
the ripple. A more important objective for future 
research will be to gather experience of quality 
gains associated with complete articulatory 
synthesis and thus a more complex source-filter 
interaction. For this purpose, we are now 
considering a more flexible glottal area function 

than the LF-model which initially was intended 
for glottal flow only. 

Future work 
A major part of the future work will be devoted 
to attempts of complete synthetic replications of 
human utterances. This will be done to test 
models and to derive sets of control signals that 
provide maximally time-frequency fit. 

A sequence of phonetic segments should be 
programmed in terms of spatially distributed 
and temporally overlapping control functions. 
We will explore the possibility of achieving this 
within a framework of possible vocal tract area 
function states. These could be selected to 
conform with a set of phonetic prototypes of 
combinations of vocalic and consonantal com- 
ponents constituting primary and secondary 
targets, the latter intended for a sub-division of 
trajectories between primary targets. In addition, 
an inventory of modifiers of place and area of 
constrictions could be adopted to specify 
individual and dialectal variations, e.g., the 
"base of articulation" being more fronted or 
retracted and the degree of closure being greater 
or smaller than a norm. At any instant of time, 
the VT-state should be considered as a weighted 
sum of contributions from earlier and later 
positioned targets within a prescribed time- 
window. Weighting functions can be organised 
so as to make possible both undershoot and 
overshoot and coarticulation which is a 
requirement for implementing variations in the 
prosodic frame such as varying emphasis and 
hyper-hypo articulation. 

The decomposition of an articulatory gesture 
in a vocalic and a consonantal component, 
including glottal modifications, facilitates a 
proper structuring of time constants and, thus, 
major aspects of the shape and duration of 
weighting functions. This concept is of equal 
importance in the analysis phase of matching a 
model to human speech. 

A major problem of the inverse transform is 
the initialisation of the optimisation loop. Since 
most algorithms will only find the local 
minimum of a given cost function close to the 
initial parameter values, it is of great importance 
to choose suitable startup parameter values. A 
requirement is thus a sufficiently detailed 
acoustic-to-articulatory mapping. We need to 
extend the inverse transform algorithm to 
include consonants. To overcome the non- 
uniqueness we also need to incorporate 
temporal continuity in the search algorithm. 

A second phase for the combined modelling 
of consonantal articulations superimposed on a 
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vowel configuration will be to adapt the model 
to match dynamic patterns of human speech. In 
practice, the coarticulatory pattern will be 
influenced not only by the specific sequence of 
phonemic entities but also by the superimposed 
prosodic pattern, e.g., by the vowel-consonant 
contrast implied by the relative emphasis. We 
have not yet been in a position to model such 
variations, but we believe that they could be 
handled with the present inventory of vocal tract 
area function parameters. 

The study of voice source interaction 
(Bivegkd, 1994; Bivegkd & Fant, 1994, 1995) 
was based on a source function of a time- 
varying glottal area function in combination 
with a variable lung pressure. As an alternative, 
a self-oscillating model of the vocal folds 
(Liljencrants, 1991) could be incorporated. Both 
the glottal area function model and the self- 
oscillating system retain elements of non-linear 
acoustics and aero-dynamic interaction between 
source and vocal tract transfer function 
including the influence of the sub-glottal 
pathways. 

We also attempt to study the interaction 
phenomena associated with glottal anticipatory 
abduction in vowels proceeding aspirated stops 
(Fant, 1995). 

The covariation of source and filter 
functions, i-e., the phonatory and articulatory 
processes, is of special interest. It is the 
combined gesture rather than the source 
function alone that has a communicative func- 
tion. Supraglottal constrictions impede the voice 
source (Bickley & Stevens, 1986) and glottal 
abduction introduces additional bandwidth and 
formant modulations. Also subglottal coupling 
and aspiration noise add to the voice source 
features (Lin, 1990; Fant, 1995). 

We also intend to include the prosodic frame 
in the glottal gestures. The role of voice source 
parameters as acoustic correlates to prosodic 
categories have been studied by Fant & 
Kruikenberg (1994, 1995) and stevens (1994). 
Important parameters are glottal adduction- 
labduction gestures, FO-control and lung 
pressure. 

In summary, our proposed system will 
provide a shortcut between phonological- 
phonetic representations and VT-area functions 
but with an implicit use of knowledge of 
articulatory configurations and dynamics. 
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